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Purpose / Summary:
The Purpose of this report is to update to the Business and Transformation Scrutiny
Panel on the current progress of the reinstatement of the ground floor of the Civic
Centre, and to consider any questions and feedback.
The report also provides an update of the measures undertaken to manage or adapt the
existing project proposals to deal with:
a) working practices because of the COVID -19 pandemic
b) a requirement to update existing infrastructure on the ground floor and
basement to manage asbestos, legionella, safety systems, obsolete services,
and fire safety in these areas, to support increased occupation of the ground
floor and meet with current legislation.
The report also covers the arrangements for Phase 2 of the project including demolition
of the former chamber and an extension to the Civic Centre public car park.
Recommendations:
That members of the Business and Transformation Scrutiny Panel review this
report and note the progress made on this project and respond with any
questions and comments.
Tracking
Executive:
Scrutiny:
Council:

7th October 2021

1.

BACKGROUND

1.1

As noted in previous reports to Executive and Scrutiny Panels the floods arising
from Storm Desmond, December 2015 caused extensive damage to the Civic
Centre. The basement and ground floor of the Civic Centre were under water
which reached 2.4m above ground level. During the initial clean up phase over
4.72 million litres of water was pumped from the building.
The full background to this report is extensively documented in a report to
Executive 28th August 2017 (CS21/17).

1.2

The delivered project includes: a new entrance, reception area and customer
contact centre, a new Council chamber and conference facilities, open meeting
space for Council staff and partners, additional storage space, office units for
potential new partners, toilets, and other ancillary accommodation.

1.3

The redesign of the ground floor has sought to improve customers, partners,
members, and staff usage of the entire site. The work has sought to resolve the
current poor access arrangements to the former chamber by bringing this facility
to ground floor level. The work has also followed good practise on design for
physical access, dementia, sight, and hearing loss across the property.

1.4

The reinstatement work has also included the management of concealed
asbestos, additional measures to manage the control of Legionella,
improvements to the ground floor and basement safety and security measures
and an upgrade of existing fire protection measures at basement and ground
floor levels to bring them up to current standards for the proposed occupation
levels within the building in these areas.

2.

PROPOSALS UPDATE

2.1

Ground Floor Accommodation Proposal
The ground floor facilities now contain the following:


A new customer entrance to give the building a renewed presence and to
assist with access and energy efficiency.












2.2

A new reception zone which creates a focal point for all visitors and
customers, this includes two dedicated waiting areas and a disabled
access toilet.
A new customer contact centre located to the front elevation of the
building with a waiting area, service desks and private interview rooms.
The interview rooms have separate access arrangements to ensure
safety.
To the left of reception and through the visitor waiting area is a meeting
space and quiet working area for members, staff, and partners.
Opportunities for wifi enabled agile working are available in the areas
designated.
An improved delivery area is now in place via the rear of the building and a
storage area is now contained in this vicinity.
In addition, there are now additional toilets for the new meeting spaces.
There is an additional area under the tower which has been identified for
possible partner occupation and benefits from separate access if required.
The existing space within the former rates hall and beyond has been
converted into a new multipurpose Council chamber and flexible meeting
and conference space with separate kitchen facilities.

Civic and Conference Facilities:


The Council Chamber has been relocated to the former contact centre /
rates hall. This new, highly flexible space will be used as a modern, fully
accessible Council chamber and conference / exhibition centre. It is felt
that the extended ceiling height and central location of the hall make this
an attractive, open, and highly visible place for the Civic and democratic
activities of the Council. The new plans provide a new purpose built and
wholly demountable chamber space that can also be used for a full range
of other functions and events. These other functions may provide
additional income to the Council if marketed and serviced appropriately.



To the rear of the new chamber is a suite (3) of flexible meeting spaces
with full audio-visual equipment provided. These will be used to
supplement the new chamber or for separate functions. All the spaces can
be serviced by accessible toilets at ground floor level and by a kitchen
located adjacent to the meeting rooms.



The existing chamber will be demolished and replaced with additional car
parking and a new civic space.

2.3



Flood resilience has been a major consideration in these plans, and the
project uses materials that will speed up the recovery from any future
flooding event.



With advances in information technology the redevelopment works now
operate via Council and public Wi-Fi systems negating the need for vast
amount of cabling and server space.



In addition, all furniture can easily moved to the first floor should flooding
be anticipated with sufficient notice via the EA flood warning systems in
place. This demountable approach is a key concept for the ground floor
redevelopment and has been brought visibly into the Council’s business
continuity plans and procedures.

Progress Since Council Approval
Since Council approval on 5 May 2020, several strands of work have taken place
to deliver a project which is appropriate to the current needs of the Council,
including revised working practices put in place to accommodate the risks to the
staff, members and the public associated with COVID 19. These elements of
work include:
a) Formation of an internal work team to deliver the project
b) Set up a project team email address to deal with and coordinate enquires,
responses and contract administration issues specific to this project.
c) Consultation with our stakeholders to confirm their current requirements
d) Detailed development of the design or redesign of the accommodation to suit
the needs of the end-users of the building in conjunction with the appointed
Flood recovery consultant Tetratech.
e) Replacement of the flat roof covering to the chamber via the Property
services team.
f) The procurement and completion of an enabling works contract. The primary
aim of this package of work was to make provision for staff to safely enter and
leave the building and segregate them from the contractors from a safety and
COVID work bubble perspective.
The work also included forming a new staff entrance with access ramp,
blocking up rotten and redundant window openings, replacing most of the
external basement doors with secure doors, replacing fire doors in the
basement, insulating the incoming water main to reduce the risk of Legionella

and other temperature sensitive water borne contaminants, partially reinstate
fire detection equipment on the ground floor and basement areas, reconfigure
the access security in the ground floor and basement, set up revised fire
escape routes, investigate the location of any remaining asbestos and
locating and condition of any existing exposed services, setting up a new
temporary store for deliveries at the rear of the building and set up noise and
dust screening, in advance of main works.
g) Engaging a Contractor to deliver the main works project in two phases.
The main contract works for the refurbishment and reinstatement of the
ground floor and associated services was awarded to Story Contracting Ltd
and commenced on 19 October 2020. The programme of works consists of
two phases and has an overall duration of 60 weeks. The first phase consists
of the refurbishment work to the chamber, customer contact area, meeting
area and associated facilities. The second phase consists of the demolition
of the Rotunda, the reconfiguration of the drainage and works to the car park.
In addition to the construction work, further detail design work has been
carried out with the stakeholder groups and WYG (now Tetratech) to
complete the design work ahead of the construction team activity.
h) Main Contract Phase 1:
i. The main contract achieved phase 1 sectional completion on target on
3 September 2021.
ii. Council staff have been provided with training to operate the new
ground floor rooms and equipment. Further training may be required
after an initial testing and familiarisation period.
iii. There are ancillary Council tasks and subsidiary contracts in place to
complete the occupation and operation of the ground floor e.g.,
directional signage, furniture, and updated IT infrastructure. Most of
this work has now been completed or is schedule to be completed by
the end of September 2021.
iv. an occupation certificate for the ground floor has been requested.
v. a series of stakeholder meetings has been convened to obtain
feedback on the delivered construction project and to ensure that all
handover matters have been identified and address in accordance
with RIBA stage 6 and 7 plan of work. These have already picked up
feedback from the first round of Council meetings and other identified
‘snags’ from phase 1.

i) Main Contract Phase 2:
i. Work is underway to complete the RIBA stage 4 - consideration and
review of the design proposals for the civic space and car park.
ii. The demolition plan and safety arrangements are being developed
with the Main contractor and stakeholders.
iii. The planning conditions discharge information has been submitted
and awaiting a formal response pending consultation with the County
Council on highways related matters.
j) At the time of writing work has continued securing materials and
subcontractors via various routes to reduce the impact of COVID and BREXIT
issues on the supply chain and cost.
k) Other areas of work – work still needs to be undertaken in other areas of the
building to complete the balance of the building fire strategy actions idenfiteid.
Provision has been made for this within this project budget and through the
Property services delivery plan.
l) Work is also underway to work with other departments to continue to improve,
streamline or adapt existing council processes to make them agile enough to
deal with fast decision-making processes and budget considerations required
by a capital works project.
2.4

Internal Work Team
The internal work team consist of:
•

Project Sponsor - Darren Crossley

•

Construction delivery team – Property services capital projects unit
consisting of Amanda McCartney, Richard Chandler, and Irene Hammond

Additional input has been sought from and provided by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design concept development and property services manager – Mark
Walshe
Health and Safety engagement, particularly on fire safety and staff
security and wellbeing – Arup Majhi
CCC’s appointed fire Officer – Tony Stoddart
Representation from the Building maintenance / facilities team – Mark
Irwin
Representation from the customer services team led by Matt Ward,
Representation from the Keepers – Claire Scarborough Wills / Clare
Liddle

•

Representation from the IT team on the M & E infrastructure – particularly
regarding the AV, chamber function hardware – David Strong and
Jonathan Wallace

•

Representation on members requirements led by Rachel Plant

•

Car parking, lighting, and future provision of EVC points – Helen Graham,
Keith Poole, EVC stakeholder groups

Engagement with the above list of stakeholders has taken place via a series of
single-issue workshops conducted via Teams, to confirm the design concept and
current user requirements. This work is ongoing as each of the key design
elements is revisited to ensure that the design concept and the proposals set out
in the contract are still appropriate in view of the increase separation and
cleaning regimes required to deal with the risk of spreading Covid -19 and the
corresponding use of new technology and software to conduct business.
Examples of the design conclusion workshops include topics such as AV
requirements, chamber lighting and acoustic panelling, aesthetics of the chamber
and small data and power requirements.
At the time of writing, we are part way through a series of stakeholder meetings
post completion of the construction element of the phase 1 work
2.8

Budget
The approved budget of £3,601,998 for the project is currently being closely
monitored and assessed for each phase.
The main contract work are considered to on target with the approved cost
allocation headings and where additional costs have been identified forecast
measures have been put in place to mitigate these costs.
Additional expenditure anticipated on asbestos removal, additional structural
testing, additional small power and data provisions, inflation costs on the
proposed AV chamber equipment have been offset with the saving made on the
reduced specification for the compound fencing and the substitution of some
rendered areas with painted blockwork.
The landlord element of the budget is on target.
The infrastructure element of the budget is on target.

The fees element of the budget is on target.
There is an overspend on the fixtures and fittings budget which has been raised
with the stakeholder group for resolution and mitigation via other areas of the
budget.
3.

RISKS

3.1

Cooperation and timely response of stakeholders and users’ groups to meet
construction delivery deadlines, particularly on customer choice items, or areas
which have been reviewed considering COVID-19 working practices.
Timely development of the detailed design work by WYG to RIBA stage 5
standard and response to technical queries
Engagement with and management of stakeholders and user groups
expectations relative to the approved budget.
Agility of existing corporate processes and staffing commitments to meet with
capital contract and project deadline requirements,
The continued impact of COVID and BREXIT on the project in terms of
availability and cost of subcontractors and materials.

3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

4.

CONSULTATION

4.1

Internally via the City Council’s corporate structures and processes and via
informal feedback from members and partners.

5.

NEXT STEPS

5.1
5.2
5.4

Develop and deliver the proposals for the Civic space and adjacent car park.
Continue with the stakeholder engagement in the project.
Continue the collaboration and development of Council processes to facilitate
agile decision making to avoid where possible delays to the contract and / or
abortive cost.
Close out the stakeholder queries and actions for phase 1 of the delivery
programme to ensure that the whole project is fit for purpose, completed on time
and within budget constraints.
Continue to work with the stakeholder groups for the delivery of phase 2 to
ensure that the whole project is fit for purpose, completed on time and within
budget constraints, where possible.
Pursue the satisfactory delivery of the professional services element of the
project.

5.5

5.6

5.7

5.8

Work with the Property service department and other stakeholder groups to
complete the building fire strategy actions identified in other areas of the building.

6.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE CARLISLE PLAN PRIORITIES

6.1

The initiative embraces partnership working with other public sector bodies.
The December 2015 floods have created an opportunity to remodel the Civic
Centre to provide a facility that is fit for purpose not only for the City Council but
also for several partner organisations. Providing a one-stop centre for information
and assistance for the citizens of Carlisle.
The proposals also offer opportunities to create additional revenue streams for
the City Council and reduce operating costs.
The generation of additional income may help with the provision and support of
front-line services.

Contact Officer:

Darren Crossley

Ext:

7004

Appendices
attached to report:
Note: in compliance with section 100d of the Local Government Act 1972 the
report has been prepared in part from the following papers:
• None
CORPORATE IMPLICATIONS:
LEGAL FINANCE –
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Basement doors scheduled below to have 1 hour
fire resistant infill provided to gap between door
head and basement soffit to maintain fire
separation:
D104, D106, D107, D108, D111, D112 & D113
D107
FD60S

D104
FD60S

D106
FD60S

D105
FD60S

Fire separation to comprise metal stud framed
partition, faced with 1 layer of fire check
plasterboard to each side.
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FD60S
D122

All gaps / service penetrations to be sealed with 1
hour fire resistant sealant or appropriate
intumescent collars.

D120
FD60S

Include for working around existing services and
removal of existing flood damaged infill sections
as required.
The basement is to be 'Fire Sterile' area, access
to be for maintenance purposes only, controlled
by a permit to work scheme. Doors D104, D109
& D113 to be secured via fob access - refer to
Door Schedules & A095945-3_21_E_501_T2
Proposed Basement Floor Security Layout.

D123
FD60S

D124
FD60S

D125
FD60S

FD60S
D109

D110
FD60S

D108
FD60S

Construct new 140mm
blockwork partition to
underside of concrete soffit
to provide 1 hour fire
resistance, with naylor
pre-cast lintel over door,
150mm min end bearling

Extg. opening to be
infilled in concrete
blockwork to provide 1
hour fire resistance.

FD60S
D121
D111
FD60S

D112
FD60S
Extg. opening to be
infilled in concrete
blockwork to provide 1
hour fire resistance.

Extg. fire escape to be
put out of use??

FD60S
D113

D114
FD60S

Extg. opening to be infilled
with reinforced concrete.
Refer to Engineer's drawing
A095945-3-S-006-T01

CONSTRUCTION ISSUE
03
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Construction Issue
Updated to reflect revised fire strategy
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Existing concrete blockwork damaged during strip out works
following flooding to be carefully removed and replaced with
new 100mm 7.3N/mm² concrete blockwork, with 140mm
Foamglass Wallboard T3+ insulation. Existing windows,
outer leaf, cill and plinth details to be retained. Refer to
drawing A095945-3-P0023.

Existing windows, doors and infill panels to be removed.
Openings to be infilled in cavity masonry construction
comprising 2 no. leaves of 100mm concrete blockwork
with 120mm Foamglas T3+ insulation to cavity & render
finish to match existing pre-cast panels.

D076 to comprise new solid core
plywood faced paint grade double
leaf doorset to suit existing opening,
with emergency exit device.

Existing high level windows to be removed and replaced
with new ventilation louvres to serve mechanical ventilation
system - refer to drawing A095945-3_21_M_202_A2
Proposed Ventilation Layout.

Ambulant

2-04 Meeting Room

FD30S
D071
PT

HD

D072

D073

D074 D075

1-43
Female
WC

Enlarged

D070

Dn

D069

Up

HD

D062

1-46 Corridor

D052

D051

in quartsan
in quartsan

impera

1-45 AV
Store

D068
2060

D078 1-40
FD30S Store

Room

1-41
Accessible
WC
2655

D053
FD30S

D055
FD30S

1-44 Soft Meeting Area /
Hot Desk Area

D035
FD60S
D036

D034

Up

FD30
D082
D081

FD60S

1-20 Interview Room

D056
FD30

D066

D033

D037

D101

D086
FD30

Up

PT
HD

2-28 Plant
Corridor
CUBICLE 1

1-30
Lift Lobby

Dn

D118
FD30S

D040

Raised Platform

1-18 Interview Room

D119
FD30S

D058
FD30S

D089 D090

Existing wall shown dashed to be removed, opening to be infilled in cavity
masonry construction comprising 2 no. 100mm concrete blockwork leaves
with 120mm cavity containing Foamglas T3+ insulation & render finish to
match existing pre-cast concrete panels. Refer to drawing A095945-3-S0012.

1-13 Interview Room

D030

1-31 Staircore

CUBICLE 2

New concrete steps serving D011 following demolition of Rotunda, with
100mm high brickwork. Steps to have max. rise of 170mm, min. tread
300mm. Circular metal handrail 50mm Ø to be provided to both sides of stair,
1m above pitch line, extending 300mm beyond bottom riser.

D041
D117
FD30S

D028

D043

1-12 Interview Room
1-29 Plant Room

1-27 Female WC

HD

D029

Extg. partitions adjacent to
staircore to be removed and
replaced with new partition
formed from 140mm thick
concrete blockwork.

CUBICLE 2

CUBICLE 1

D039

1-22 Chamber / Conference Hall

D084 D085

D092

1-19 Interview Room

D032

Up

D098
FD60S

Riser

1-33
Store

D038
1-14 Interview Room

D031
Extg. Raised Area

D083
1-32
Male WC

D065
FD30S

D099
FD30S

D100

1-36 Staircore

1-34
Corridor

D116
FD30S

Extg. windows to be temporarily removed and set aside for
re-fixing, extg. timber framing and external lining below cill to
be removed and replaced with new cavity masonry
construction comprising 2 no. 100mm concrete blockwork
leaves with 120mm cavity containing Foamglas T3+ insulation.
Refer to drawing A095945-3-S0012.

1-15 Interview Room

Bin

1-35
Store

D048
FD30S
D049

FD30S
D050

Riser

D103

Shelf
(400 X 200)

1800

D054
FD30S

D061

D067

Cleaner

1-37 Corridor

D060

1-42 Male WC

1030

2-02 Office

D059

D057
FD30S

PT

D077
FD30S

D079
FD30S
FD30S
D080

D102
FD60S

Refreshment concession

1-39 Store

1400

Maximum Meeting Room capacity limited
to 120 persons in open configuration, due
to inward opening doors.

1845

1-38 Store

1-21 Staircore

Where rooms are separated by sliding
partitions, maximum capacity limited to 15
persons per bay (ie 45 people each to 2
larger meeting rooms, 30 people to
smaller meeting room)

Standard

Standard

Generally:
·
New layout formed using 140mm 7N/mm² concrete blockwork, as indicated (shown cross-hatched);
refer to drawing A095945-3-S-005-T02 for proposed blockwork details.
·
New sanitaryware to be connected to existing drainage. Refer to drawing A095945-3-E0017
for existing drainage layout, refer to drawing A095945-3-P0034 for proposed drainage layout.
·
Refer to drawing A095945-3_21_M_202_A2 Proposed Ventilation Layout.
·
New plant deck to accommodate air handling unit to be provided on flat roof adjacent to extg.
Rotunda, spanning between existing concrete columns and reinforced concrete wall. Refer to
A095945-3-P0042 Proposed Roof Plan & A095945-3-S-001-T01.
·
New door openings to be formed in existing reinforced concrete walls for doors D021, D025, D027,
D029, D038, D043 & D045. Refer to drawing A095945-3-S-002-T02.

2-05 Food Prep
Folding partition wall

D076

Folding partition wall

1435

Existing high level windows to be removed and
replaced with new ventilation louvres to serve
mechanical ventilation system - refer to drawing
A095945-3_21_M_202_A2 Proposed Ventilation
Layout.

impera
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D063

1-07
Staff
Corridor

FD30S
D097

PT

D088
D087 Lobby

D027

D042
Extg. Raised Area

Up

D025

Dn
1-26 Staircore

FD30S
D096

Tea Point

Up

1-17 Interview Room

1-08
Public
Corridor

D045

1-11 Interview Room
1-25
Corridor

1-16 Interview Room
1795

1250

FD60S
D094

FD30S
D064

1335

D026

D044

D024

D091

Extg. Rotunda to be demolished and car park
extended into footprint, refer to drawing
A095945-3-21-C-H.01-T2 Civic Car Park General
Arrangement & A095945-3-21-C-D100-T2 Civic
Car Park Drainage GA

1-09
Staff Corridor

1-10 Interview Room

D017
FD30S

D018
FD30S

2-01 Office

D016
FD30S

D023

D015
FD30

D014
FD30

Vision panels VP1 - VP3 to be
30 minute fire resisting

VP1

VP2

FD60S
D093

VP3

D013

D046

FD60S
D047
Riser

D012

FD30S
D010

Reception Desk & Counter by others
Main Reception Desk

Customer Contact
Booth 1

Customer Contact
Booth 2

Customer Contact
Booth 3

Customer Contact
Booth 4

Customer Contact
Booth 5

Customer Contact
Booth 6

Customer Contact
Booth 7

Customer Contact
Booth 8

Customer Contact
Booth 9

CONSTRUCTION ISSUE
D011
Dn

Supervisor
Desk

20
19
18
17
16
15

Construction Issue
Updated to reflect revised fire strategy
D093 moved, D115 added
Showers amended, lobby added back
Alterations following meeting on 22-08-18
Door D009 moved
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1-24 Waiting Area / Meeting Space

Existing concrete wall panels to north, east and
west elevations of tower portion of building to
be drylined and insulated with 90mm
Foamglass W + F insulation. Refer to drawing
A095945-3-P0024 Proposed Drylining.

Existing fire escape and external
staircase to be removed. Opening to be
infilled in cavity masonry construction
comprising 2 no. leaves of 100mm
concrete blockwork with 100mm
Foamglas T3+ insulation to cavity &
render finish to match existing pre-cast
panels.

D019

1-23A
Fire Exit
Corridor

Opening to be formed in
existing reinforced concrete
wall, refer to drawing
A095945-3-S-002-T02
Scanning
Station

D021

D020

1-02 Reception / Customer Contact Centre

D008

D007

1-23 Accessible
Customer WC

D022

D003
Sliding Doors

Carlisle City Council
Civic Centre
Carlisle
CA3 8QG

D009

1-04
Interview
Room

D002

D006

1-06 Staircore

Sliding Doors

1-01 Entrance Lobby
1-47 Meeting Room

Form new opening for D020, install 1 No. Naylor R190 Hi-Spec
pre-stressed concrete lintel to the head of the opening strictly in
accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. Allow for packing up
tight to the existing structure. Install Naylor reference LS215 or similar
equal and approved L shaped stainless-steel angle lintel to provide
support to the existing overlying exposed aggregate panel being
retained.

W1
Infill between structural frame in cavity wall construction
to form new meeting room, provide new full height
powder coated aluminium framed window to match
remainder of western frontage in position indicated.
Refer to drawing A095945-3-P0032 Proposed Meeting
Room 1-47

D020 to comprise new solid core plywood faced paint grade double
leaf doorset to suit existing opening, with emergency exit device.
A temporary ramp is to be provided for the duration of the works.

D004

VP4

W5

W2
D001A

1-03
Interview
Room

W6

W7

W8

D001

W3

W4

New entrance lobby to be formed, refer to drawings
A095945-3-S-003-T01 & A095945-3-S-004-T01 for
structural details. Architectural Details to follow

W9

W10

D005

W11

Remove existing window and infill
opening in cavity wall construction,
refer to drawing A095945-3-X0006

All existing windows and infill panels to western
frontage (including window on north side of
proposed entrance lobby) to be removed and
replaced with new full height powder coated
aluminium framed double glazed windows, to
comply with BS6375 and BS6262. Windows to
have a min. U-value of 1.8 W/(m².K)
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Existing landscaping arrangement to the Rickergate frontage to be
amended to provide level access to new entrances D001 & D001A & new
fire escape D020. Refer to drawings A095945-3_LA_05 Landscaping
General Arrangement & A095945-3_DT_02 to 05 Details Sheets 1 - 4
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